Hot Sheet™

Detect and Respond to Terrorist and Criminal Activity.

HotSheet™ is a voice-activated hands-free technology that aids
police ofﬁcers in tracking multiple vehicles, as well as assist with
post incident reconstruction. This product is instrumental in creating
containment circles to help pinpoint criminals at or around the scene
of a crime.
scene of crimes and to identify vehicles which have appeared at crime
When multiple events are reconstructed and license plate data that
and compared, the probability of identifying repeat offenders, such as
e ponentially. HotSheet™ works against Serial Snipers, RSO Child A
Serial Armed Robbers, Drive- y-Shooters, Serial Violent Criminals, a

Ofﬁcers use speech recognition software to check and catalog
provide search and analysis tools for reconstruction of inciden
analy e up to twenty license plates per minute for each responding
much faster than the paper hot sheet version that most
urisdi
Cars with wireless network connections can update the database
the ﬁeld. HotSheet™ checks
C C Wanted Files of up to two m

HotSheet™ provides additional hands free voice command interface
computer for ofﬁcer safety. HotSheet™ has a basic change screen
embedded and additional custom voice commands can provide hands fre
• Running HotSheet™ captured license plates through the existing Computer Aided
Dispatch System
• Providing hands free commands of ʻon sceneʼ and ʻon trafficʼ
• Runs on Windows Operating System

Ideal for mobile ofﬁcers, the Voyager 510-USB Bluetooth Headset System features
a USB Bluetooth adapter that, with the Voyager 510 headset, enables instant,
wireless access to HotSheet. Exclusive multipoint technology lets you seamlessly
transition between multiple wireless devices, software and mobile phones. And
with Plantronics PerSonoCall® software included, you can be notiﬁed of incoming
calls and answer/end calls directly from the headset, where ever justice calls.
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